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Abstract
I review the role and meaning of the Anthropic Principle, particularly in its relevance to
particle physics.

Introduction
Recent tributes to Steven Weinberg, our greatest living—now alas gone—theoretical
physicist, have emphasized his use of this idea, among so many others. He made it a
mainstream physics notion, worthy of discussing in a wider context, if only because of
(despite?) its somewhat pompous title. Indeed, one might flippantly dismiss it on the
grounds that, like the Holy Roman Empire’s name, it is neither Anthropic nor a Principle,
but rather a tautology. But despite this perhaps misleading fact, it is shorthand for a
particular web of observational data, neither a panacea nor an act of desperation. To
summarize, the Principle states the seemingly obvious requirement that the laws of
Nature must permit the existence of some sort of sentient life, therefore our chemistry
and biology: Like any experimental datum, this one puts stringent limits on our choice of
(effective low energy, if not final) laws and their various constants such as masses,
charges, Planck’s and Newton’s, as necessary conditions for organic chemistry, say, to
be possible. Thus the word Anthropic is too narrow—natural selection might well have
evolved other forms of intelligence, as indeed it did until stumbling on us, and we might
well not last long, either but here we are and so must be accounted for! Also, it does not
require much beyond the physics of say,1932, when the photon, electron, positron,
proton, neutron and neutrino were in hand, as well as the nuclear models of the era;
certainly not the full modern standard model! It is too tight in that it requires all the
constants, such as masses, charges, etc., to be bounded, whereas we have no idea at
all as to why they are what they are!

The above constraints are only some necessary conditions. Its modern origins seem to
be cosmological [1]; there too, Weinberg has contributed significantly [2]. The existence
of sun-like stars with satellites of appropriate orbits is too far outside our scope to be
useful, though stellar formation and stability are nontrivially relevant, while planets and
their orbits are too  “accidental” to be of use. Indeed, new light has just now been shed
[3] on our sun’s origins and stability, a step forward! As for the word Principle, it is a bit
too august—all physics is based on Principle in the sense of agreement with the
observed world. Descartes’s famous cry was already proto-Anthropic, though alas only
sufficient, not necessary—as we know too well! In the late Fifties, Fred Hoyle and Willie
Fowler explored the necessity of carbon energy levels (and iron’s for the formation of



the heavy elements). Note that I do NOT imply anything as silly as a pre-established
harmony between our brains and Nature’s laws.

Details
That was the short version of a complicated ,and now enormously studied, subject, one
worthy of wider intellectual appreciation. It’s also at the heart of how science
progresses. We look for data—experimental or observational—on which to base our
models, as we modestly call our theories. This is not a tendentious process: it simply
puts limits on their range. The Principle then is a name for one set of such data, namely
and somewhat loosely, those that are required in order that our universe allows for our
existence, which means more concretely two different sets: The first requires that the
laws of gravity and matter make it possible for chemistry, in particular organic—involving
the element carbon, to exist and evolve into biology via ever-more complicated
molecular structures. The latter moves us into the second, very different arm, namely
accidental, cosmological and galactic effects, such as the cosmological constant’s
value, formation and stability of stellar objects like our sun, ones that have about its
radiative properties and can live in that state for a long enough time before dying out or
being involved in some galactic catastrophe, and even more fortuitously, to eject planets
some of whose orbits permit the thermodynamic properties that make life possible, if not
necessary. This latter is a very tall order indeed, as the vain search for exoplanets with
these properties testifies. Not all necessary conditions can be fruitfully exploited!
Fortunately, to borrow a sentence from the law, De minimis non curat physics: We are
neither interested in, nor capable of calculating, such contingent events, as long as they
are not manifestly forbidden by our models. So, being opportunistic is what the scientific
method reduces to—and rightly so, which in this case means finding any necessary
conditions to explain what we observe, or  discover upon experimentation guided by
previous insights…and luck.The Principle’s special place is that it seemingly introduces
a human element into the game. Yes, but—really no more than limitations from entirely
inhuman data! As a final thought, however, the above apparently trivial butterfly effect is
why Anthropos are so rare, if not unique, in our universe: I call it the Mis-Anthropic
Principle: optimal planets and their orbits are forbiddingly unlikely to occur! It no way
invalidates the Principle’s usefulness in bounding acceptable physical models; both are
necessary.

Summary
Science proceeds using any tools it can; the Anthropic Principle is an example
summarizing a web of observed regularities, both cosmological and microscopic, that
any physical models must have room for.
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